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Introduction 
A license agreement has been closed in 2016 with the SHOM (French Navy Hydrographic and 
Oceanographic service). This agreement enable us to incluse SHOM maps in Avalon Offshore 
under an Avalon specific format.


This document describes how to buy and install Avalon packs of SHOM maps. This is valid for 
Avalon Offshore for Apple iOS and Android. 


The screen captures included in this document are taken on an iPad but the process works in a 
similar way on Android devices.

   



Selecting and purchasing maps 
The list of available maps can be viewed here:

http://www.avalon-routing.com/en/maps/france/

and here:

http://www.avalon-routing.com/en/maps/greece/


If you need a map that is not yet in our catalog, please let us know. We will order it from the 
SHOM and it will be added to our library in less than a week.


The coastal maps with a scale of about 1/50000 include all SHOM maps with a greater accuracy 
(e.g. larger scale maps). 


Please see the map no « 7033 - De Quiberon au Croisic » below:

http://www.avalon-routing.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/7033.pdf


This quilted map includes maps 7107, 7135, 7136, 7141 and 7143 and also all their insets.


Once you have selected the maps you need, please select the most appropriate pack: 1, 2, 4 or 8 
maps. The more, the cheaper per map.


The purchasing is made directly from the application as an in app purchase on Google Play or 
Apple Store depending upon your tablet type.


You can then go to  « Chart setup » from the main menu. Then tap on « Pack derived from 
SHOM ».


http://www.avalon-routing.com/en/maps/france/
http://www.avalon-routing.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/7033.pdf


Select the needed pack and validate your purchase.


Note: You can buy several packs as appropriate, but you need to download all the maps included 
in a pack before purchasing another pack.







Downloading the maps 
In the « Chart setup » menu », tap on « SHOM charts packs » (top right of the screen).

Toujours dans le menu « Cartes nautique

You will see in the top left of screen the number of charts that you purchased and the number of 
charts that you can download.





Select the navigation area corresponding to the needed charts.

You can mix charts between the areas as required.




Once the navigation area is selected, you will see all the maps belonging to the area.

You just need to select and download your chosen charts.


It is highly recommended to be connected to a sound network to do this as some charts can be 
heavy.




Maps can be downloaded as many times as required. The purchased maps can be installed on 
different devices from the same category: iOS or Android, but not a mix of the 2.


The maps will be installed permanently on the tablet, until you decide to remove them. There is no 
need to scan a navigation area on the way to load them before a cruise. You can just activate or 
deactivate maps depending upon the cruise. This can be done in open sea.


 

     




Displaying the maps 
There are 2 levels: 

1. In the « chart setup » menu then « my charts », you will see the list of all maps stored 

on the tablet. You can then tick/untick the maps to activate them or not in the routing 
and the navigation modules.


2. Within the « routing » and « navigation » menu, you can tap on the « chart » icon (see 
quick start guide available on this site) to display or not the active maps.






